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The performance-first design values of the ATLAS series, in a
smaller ITX footprint. The CALYPSO chassis gives you all the
watercooling potential needed for the current AND next
generation of hardware.

No longer choose between performance & aesthetics. Build up an
AIO, single custom loop, dual loop or hybrid to support even the
most demanding components.



Calypso Overall 
Dimensions
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Calypso ATX 
Assembly & Dimensions

Calypso SFX 
Assembly & Dimensions

260mm | 11"

242mm | 9.5"

208mm | 8"



Calypso PSU Types

Calypso ATX PSU

Calypso SFX PSU

For ATX PSU
Mounting. 

Supports two 2.5"
drive mounted either

horizontally or
vertically

For SFX PSU
Mountning. 

Supports two 2.5"
drive mounted

horizontally



Calypso GPU 
Disambiguation
Standard GPU Bracket

Adapter GPU Bracket & Armature

The Standard GPU Bracket supports regular GPU Mounting
for graphics cards up to 336mm Long

In order to recieive a regular Armature, an enhanced GPU
bracket must be used. This GPU bracket provides additional
graphics card clearance and supports lengths up to 360mm

Standard Armature

Enhanced GPU
Adapter Bracket

Standard 
GPU Bracket



Calypso GPU 
Mounting

Change your GPU mounting position based
on the number of PCIE slots your graphics
card occupies. The standard GPU Bracket
(Shown above) can accommodate up to 3

GPU positions (.8" movement). 
The Adapter GPU bracket has even more

flexibility than the standard bracket and can
mount in 2X as many positions.



The Standard GPU Bracket is shown in its second of three
possible mounting positions. The distance from edge of GPU
Bracket to Radiator Panel varies based on where you decide

to mount the GPU bracket. 

1'st Position (For single Slot cards) = 46mm
2nd Position = 26mm
3rd Position =  5mm

Standard gpu 
Mounting clearance



The adapter GPU Bracket & Armature  are shown in its closest
of seven mounting positions. The distance from edge of the

Armature  to Radiator Panel varies based on where you
decide to mount the GPU bracket. 

1'st Position = 61mm
2nd Position = 51mm
3rd Position =  41mm

4rth Position = 31mm
5th Position = 20mm
6th Position =  10mm
7th Position = .5mm

adapter & Armature
gpu Mounting clearance



adapter & Armature
gpu limitations

One of the few limitations of the Armature & GPU Adapter bracket is a
setup in which the wings are attached above and below the
motherboard while using a horizontal motherboard layout (The
standard GPU Bracket works fine in this and any orientation). The built
in solution to this is simply not using the raidator bracket for the side
with the GPU. Alternatively, you can also use unthreaded #6 standoffs
to move the radiator bracket farther away from the Armature &
Adapter GPU bracket. 



Calypso Wing

The Calypso Wing allows for 240 & 280 radiator
mounting, with headroom clearance of 44mm

(240mm rad) and 24mm (280) respectively.
Additionally the 240mm radiator can jog 5mm, and  

280mm radiator 9mm in either direction from
center. 

328mm ID Dimension to flanges
Approximately 320mm to radiator

bracket attachment hardware 



Calypso Radiator 
Brackets

Hybrid Radiator
Bracket

Pump Radiator
Bracket

The Hybrid
radiator
brackets

unique design
allows for the

passthrough of
fittings and

bulkheads on
most radiators

The Pump
Radiator

bracket allow
for the

mounting of
any pump

matching a
40mm or

60mm
mounting

pattern



Calypso Radiator
Bracket mounting

Each Radiator Bracket supports 120mm, 140mm, 240mm,
280mm, and 360mm radiator pattern. A 360mm fan pattern
is joggable 14mm from center in either direction. 

26mm
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All dimensions +/- 1mm
360mm Fan pattern on Center



Calypso Assembly

10-32 SHMS &  Washer 
for Wings

6-32 SHMS for 
Motherboard

10-32 Hex Nut 
for Wings

Wing 

Motherboard Plate

Standard GPU 
Bracket



Calypso Assembly
Continued

Note GPU Bracket
installtion is on this side of

the motherboard panel

I personally prefer the
motherboard plate to be

installed ontop of the
wings, but there is no right
or wrong way to install this

component

When assembling CALYPSO, it is important to not fully tighten all the components
until all peices are assembled in their relative positions. Only after this should you

go and tighten everything down with the aid of tools. 



Calypso Assembly
Continued

10-32 SHMS / Washer 
for SFX & ATX PSU

Hole for Power button
 or Pass-through

Clearance holes for the 6-32
SHMS, Washer, & Hex nut for
Radiator Bracket attachment.

Each Radiator bracket has four
attachment points, two on each

wing



Calypso Assembly
Continued

Stabalizer brackets, prevents tipping in
alternative orientations



Troubleshooting and Notes to user

Each Calypso Package comes with a bag labeled
"Troubleshooting", this bag contains a 6-32 & 10-32 Type F

Screws. These screws are for clearing threads that might have
been compromised during powdercoating. 

 
If you encounter a thread that is very tight, or a screw that

will not screw in, use the appropriate type F screw as a
makeshift thread tap. 

 
Slowly tighten the screw one or two turns, then back it

compeltely out. This will remove any paint or debris in the
threaded hole without damanging the threads.  Repeat the

process until the screw easily goes into the hole and the
thread looks clear. 

Washers are recommended, but completely optional and
partially aesthetic. Please DO NOT use a washer on your

motherboard as this will most likely cause damage. 

Type F Screw



Please visit our website for our current return policy, terms of
service, privacy policy, and other important information.

 www.yuelbeast.com 

contact@yuelbeastdesigns.com 
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